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Introduction

Corpus linguistics can benefit from mixed-effects/multi-level 
models for the same reason that psycholinguistics can – 
because, for example, speaker-specific and lexically specific 
idiosyncrasies can be accounted for elegantly; but, in fact, 
corpus linguistics needs them even more because 

(i) corpus-linguistic data are observational and, thus, usually 
unbalanced and messy/noisy, and 

(ii) most widely used corpora come with a hierarchical 
structure that corpus linguists routinely fail to consider. 

- Gries (2015)
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Hierarchical Structure
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Plan

» Why are mixed effect models underused in 
diachronic corpus linguistics? 

» An example research question. 
» exploratory statistics 
» regression modelling 
» mixed effects regression modelling - the effect of 

including random effects.



The historian of pre-16th century 
English is deliciously unencumbered 
by hard evidence.  

-Roger Lass

Why are mixed effect models underused in diachronic 
corpus linguistics?



…corpus collected over a period of two months […] 
contains 97 million tweets… 

-Petrovic et. al.

…A Linguistic Atlas of Early Middle English evolved 
gradually over the twenty years of its making 

-Laing et. al.

Why are mixed effect models underused in diachronic 
corpus linguistics?





Research Question
Older Scots final -e: why?

Final ‑e in OE?

Medial vowel length 
in OSc

● etymologically justified? ●
time < OE tīma

● otiose? ●
lande < OE land

● diacritic? ●
wife /waɪf/ < OE wīf

tyme  tym  time 
nam  naim  name name



Corpus Data

Data criteria: 

‣ monosyllabic 
‣ OE-derived 
‣ nouns 

‣ ≥ 30 tokens in both sg. and pl. forms 
8,774 tokens



What am I analysing?

Dependent Variable
final -e: yes or no?

Predictor Variables
final vowel in OE 
medial vowel in OSc 

What happens to this at different values of these
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Exploratory analysis
- -e

No final vowel in 
OE 4,917 2,013 6,930

Final vowel in OE 948 896 1,844

5,865 2,909 8,774

- -e
Long medial 
vowel in OSc 2,968 2,362 5,330

Short medial 
vowel in OSc 2,897 547 3,444

5,865 2,909 8,774

Χ2 = 763.1439 
p < 0.1

Χ2 = 250.9782 
p < 0.1



Regression Modelling



Generalised Additive Modelling
Binary 

dependent 
variable

Predictor 
variable(s)

(fixed effects)
Random error

How well does the model predict the 
observed data? 
i.e. how much of the variation in the observed values 
of the DV is accounted for by the model?

How much of the variation 
in the data is not 
accounted for by the 
model?



Generalised Additive Modelling
Random errorBinary 

dependent 
variable

Medial V in 
OScfinal -e?

Final V in OE LocationDate

How significantly do all of these predictors 
combined predict the observed data?  
How well does each individual predictor 
predict the observed data?  



Generalised Additive Modelling
Random errorBinary 

dependent 
variable

Medial V in 
OScfinal -e?

Final V in OE LocationDate



(ii)most widely used corpora come with a hierarchical 
structure that corpus linguists routinely fail to consider.

- Gries (2015)

But wait…

Text Word
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Random errorBinary 
dependent 

variable

Medial V in 
OScfinal -e?

Final V in OE LocationDate

The result of adding random effects
Random 
effect of 
WORD



GAM with random effectsGAM with fixed effects only

The result of adding random effects
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My aim in presenting at CLiS is to gain an understanding of how 
linguists working with diachronic corpus data, whether they have a 
statistical background or not, engage with the statistics I present. I 

hope that this understanding will enable me to maximise the 
accessibility and informativity of my statistical communication. 

Thank you!
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